Integrated Supply e-Commerce Catalog

Using the Wesco Integrated Supply e-Commerce Catalog, procurement leaders, order entry staff, and end-users can easily research, compare, select and requisition products to support their maintenance, repair and operations (MRO). This simple-to-use, comprehensive channel for direct charge and spot buy purchases provides the data, controls and transparency to better manage costs.

This robust catalog contains fully-attributed, MRO products across 13 categories that can be accessed via punchout, mobile app, or more traditionally, through our browser-based e-Crib and Rapid Req software.

**Categories include:**
- Cleaning and janitorial
- Electrical and lighting
- Electronic and IT
- Industrial machines, machine tools and supplies
- Laboratory
- Maintenance and manufacturing
- Office supplies
- Power transmission and fluid power
- Plumbing and PVF
- Safety equipment
- Structures, building and construction
- Tools and general machinery
- Warehouse, packaging, and shipping equipment and supplies

Access a diverse and numerous array of world-class manufacturers along with hundreds of thousands of products.
Drive Productivity and Progress with the e-Commerce Catalog

- Multiple platforms and dynamic accessibility integrate established order approval hierarchies and link work orders, cost centers, projects, and other custom and customer defined fields.
- Preferred customer contract pricing accompanies multiple search and shopping experiences: by brand, category, part number or description.
- Access to preferred manufacturers’ and vendors’ digital content, including spec sheets and brochures, safety data sheets and embedded video.

Ingenuity Delivered Across Your Supply Chain

Working as an extension of your organization, the Wesco Integrated Supply e-Commerce Catalog will deliver tangible value to your bottom line by reducing total cost of ownership and streamlining supply chain management — from sourcing, to product enhancement, to online tools that will transform the way you do business.

- Sourcing
- Inventory management
- Product enhancement and packaging
- Global logistics
- eBusiness
- Save time
- Productivity improvements
- Profitability increases
- Risk mitigation

To learn more about how our Integrated Supply e-Commerce Catalog can simplify your procurement process, contact your local Wesco Integrated Supply representative.